CAMBRIDGE TECHNICALS IN ENGINEERING

Routes to Assessment

Cambridge
TECHNICALS

For Cambridge Technicals in Engineering, we have provided a wealth of flexible
learning resources for all 23 units – just choose the resources you need.
Not only are OCR’s learning resources flexible, but there is a variety of assessment
routes available for the non-examined units (i.e. internal assessment by you, external
moderation by OCR).
Examined by OCR

Non-examined,
internal assessment
by you, external

Unit 1 Mathematics for engineering

Unit 9 Mechanical design

Unit 2 Science for engineering

Unit 10 Computer Aided Design (CAD)

Unit 3 Principles of mechanical
engineering
Unit 4 Principles of electrical and
electronic engineering

Unit 17 Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAM)

Unit 11 Materials science

Unit 18 Lean and quality

Unit 12 Mechanical simulation and
modelling

Unit 19 Inspection and testing

Unit 5 Electrical and electronic design

Unit 13 Mechanical operations

Unit 20 Business for engineering

Unit 6 Circuit simulation and manufacture

Unit 14 Automation control and robotics

Unit 21 Maintenance

Unit 7 Electrical devices

Unit 15 Electrical, mechanical, hydraulic
and pneumatic control

Unit 22 Engineering and the environment

Unit 8 Electrical operations

Unit 16 Systems and programming

Unit 23 Applied mathematics for
engineering

Further information:
www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/cambridge-technicals-engineering-level-3/

For all units, deliver the learning – using:
•

•

OCR’s resources:
– Project Approaches (contextualised holistic 		
learning, for all units within a pathway, 		
excluding examined units). Clear links to 		
assessment activities as contained in the unit 		
model assignments.
– Delivery Guides.
– Lesson Elements.
– Resources Links.
– Skills Guides.
Centre’s own learning resources

Assessment Route 1
(examined units) – using:
OCR-set timetabled exams (maximum
one re-sit), two exams per year
(January and June)

Assessment Route 2
(non-examined units) – using:
OCR’s unit model assignments for
assessment

Assessment Route 3
(non-examined units) – using:
Centre-set assignments for assessment
or
Employer-set assignments for assessment
(NB, if for mandatory units, use OCR’s free assessment assignment checking service)
www.cpdhub.ocr.org.uk/DesktopDefault.aspx?e=fjefcbdbhgnidcpoonia&CATN_ID=3

We’d like to know your view on the resources we produce. By clicking
on the ‘Like’ or ‘Dislike’ button you can help us to ensure that our
resources work for you. When the email template pops up please add
additional comments if you wish and then just click ‘Send’. Thank you.

OCR Resources: the small print

OCR’s resources are provided to support the teaching of OCR specifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching method that is required by the Board and the decision to
use them lies with the individual teacher. Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions within these
resources. We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.
Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications: resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk
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